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The software has been experienced a large level of 

improvements by a lot of scientific researchers in this 

world. It can be considered as a set of some meaningful 

instructions written in a certain programming language. 

There are several programming languages which got 

comprehensive popularity like C, C++, C#, and Java. 

These languages are used to primarily evolve various 

applications. Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) 

languages, such as C++ and Java are one of the main three 

categories of programming languages. Most of the 

programmers always have a debate about choosing the best 

object-oriented programming language to help them 

develop their software applications. This review paper 

involves a comparison of C++ and Java with respect to 

some theoretical aspects to figure out the basic differences 

between them. Consequently, guide students to make a 

critical decision to choose the most applicable object-

oriented programming language to develop their 

applications. The study has focused on both programming 

languages because they are taught in most of Libyan 

universities. 

1- Introduction  
The Software can be defined as a simple set of instructions that can be 

read by machine. It is written in any programming language [1]. The research 

on software technology and compiler optimization has been applied in an 

effort to make the execution of software applications faster than before. High-

level programming languages were first designed in the 1950s [1]. Since then, 

the study of programming languages has been a very productive area. The 

high-level programming language is easier to use, makes the program 

development more understandable and simpler as respects to a lower-level 

language [2]. The high-level languages can be divided into three categories 

which are object- oriented, procedural and functional. Numerous high-level 

programming languages have been developed until now such as Fortran, 
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COBOL, Eiffel, Lisp, Basic, C, C++, C#, Java and VB.NET. Several 

languages support various paradigms. Some are better appropriate to express 

algorithms while others are targeting the non-technical users [3]. Recently, 

object-oriented programming has appeared as the powerful computer 

programming methodology, and object-oriented languages such as C++ and 

Java have extensive use in academia [4]. Students seem to be unaware of 

choosing the most suitable programming language to build up the application 

software. This has some unfortunate consequences. Therefore, it is important 

to make a rational decision that which language should be selected. In order 

to select the proper one for the specific problem domain, one has to know 

what features it provides to support the requirements. The area of comparing 

programming languages experienced a lot of research to prefer one language 

from another. C++ and Java are two of the most popular OO programming 

languages in most of Libyan universities. They are the most commonly used 

programming languages as reported by TIOBE table [5]. Therefore, they have 

been the choice of our study to be compared. Finally, the purpose of this 

study is to facilitate and encourage students to explore and understand the 

best characteristics of the chosen languages. 

2-  OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING 
"Object-Oriented Programming (abbreviated to OOP) is approach to 

formulate programs as a series of objects of objects and methods that interact 

to perform a specific task." [6].In the last two decades, research on object-

oriented methodologies has become an increasing field of interest due to the 

growing popularity of object-oriented programming [7]. OOP is used to 

depict a programming approach based on classes and objects. The OO 

paradigm allows programmers to build software as a collection of objects that 

contains both data and methods [8]. It works best in languages that are meant 

to be OOP like C++ and Java. 

A programming language is said to be an object-oriented if it 

immediately supports the concepts such as instantiation, abstraction, code 

reuse, inheritance, encapsulation and polymorphism [9]. Additionally, 

techniques are object-oriented if they support the use of object-oriented 

programming. For example, a design method is object-oriented if its regular 

and proper use leads to programs that exploit abstraction, inheritance, and 

polymorphism where appropriate [10]. Table I. Despites some object-oriented 

languages and their development year. The languages that are compared in 

this study also use the OO paradigm. 
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Table I: Some of the Object-Oriented programming  Languages with their 

year of development 

No. The language Development year 

1. Smalltalk 1972 

2. Ada 1980 

3. C++ 1983 

4. Objective C 1984 

5. Eiffel 1986 

6. Python 1991 

7. Java 1995 

8. Ruby 1995 

9. PHP 1995 

10. C# 2000 

2.1 Top Benefits of Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) 

 OOP provides the ability of code reusing from one program into another 

through objects [11]. 

 Through encapsulation, it becomes simpler to achieve consistency and 

data integrity by validating data and restricting user from directly 

accessing the data/data members [12]. 

 By using polymorphism, the same operator or same function can be used 

for different purposes. This helps the programmer to manage software 

complexity easily [12]. 

 OO languages are good for defining abstract data types. 

 An object-oriented program is much easier to modify and maintain as 

compared to a non-object oriented program [13]. 

 Inheritance gives the ability to reuse the existing class to derive new 

classes such that using of existing class is extended and the redundant 

code is eliminated. This saves cost and time of program [11]. 

 Based on objects, OOP allows a designer to model complex and large 

systems into simpler and more manageable designs [14]. 

 OOP emphasizes the principle of data hiding that helps the programmer 

to create secure programs that cannot be conquered by codes in other 

parts of the program. So data can be made private to a class such that 

only member functions of the class can access the data [11]. 

2.2 BASIC OBJECT-ORIENTED CONCEPTS 

 Classes: A class is the basic unit of object-oriented programming. Class 

and object are two concepts related to one another, however, each 

concept holds its own meaning [11]. A class is sometimes called the 
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object‟s type. Generally, a class is defined by its attributes and methods. 

After defining a class, any number of objects can be created which 

belong to that class [15].  

 Abstraction is one of the basic concepts of OOP, it is defined as the 

process of hiding the details and revealing only the fundamental features 

of a particular object [10]. Computer experts use abstraction to 

understand and find solution to the problems and communicate their 

solutions with the computer using a specific computer language. 

 Encapsulation is defined as hiding the details of implementation within 

a class. Encapsulation allows programmer to focus on what something 

does without considering the complexities of how it works [11]. 

 Inheritance is the basic mechanism of object-oriented programming for 

defining new objects by reusing already existing object definitions [12]. 

There are two types of inheritance: single and multiple. Single 

inheritance is the ability of a class to inherit the features of a single super 

class with more than a single inheritance level i.e. the super class could 

also be a subclass inheriting from a third class and so on. On the other 

hand, multiple inheritance, is the ability of a class to inherit from more 

than a single class [15]. 

 Polymorphism "Poly means many and morph means 'form'. Thus, 

polymorphism is related to the idea of 'having many forms' or 'having 

many types' "[16]. In the literature, polymorphism is often associated 

with functions that can accept parameters of several types. This feature 

is called parametric polymorphism [17]. Polymorphism is broadly used 

in implementing Inheritance. 

3- BRIEF HISTORY OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES: 

C++ AND JAVA 
3.1 C++ 

Bjarne Stroustrup was developed C++ starting in 1979 at Bell Labs as 

an extension to the C programming language [18]. Previously to 1983, 

Stroustrup added some features to C and formed what he called „C with 

Classes‟ [2]. The Simula's use of classes and object-oriented features with the 

efficiency of C language has been combined [5]. In 1983, the term C++ was 

first appeared [4]. C++ is affected by some languages like C, Ada, Simula, etc 

[18]. C++ is defined by an International Organization for Standardization 

(ISO). In 1998, the first ISO C++ standard was published which known as 

C++98 [18]. The second standard was ratified in 2011, so that version of C++ 

is known as C++11.  The third ISO standard, C++14 was released in 2014 

and the recent standard known as C++17[20] was presented in 2017 [21]. 
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3.2 JAVA 

James Gosling and his team from Sun Microsystems started to develop 

Java in 1991 [3]. Java was originally called OAK, but it had to change its 

original name because Oak had been used by another programming language 

[28], Sun changed the name to Java in 1995 and the new name Java was 

inspired by a coffee bean [8]. Then the language has been modified to take 

features of the flourish World Wide Web [7]. “In 1995, Netscape 

Incorporated released its latest version of the Netscape browser which was 

capable of running programs of Java” [10]. The latest release of Java is Java 

SE 9 [9]. Java language obtained much of its syntax from C and C++ 

languages but has fewer low-level facilities and a simpler object model [7]. 

4- COMPARISON OF C++ AND JAVA LANGUAGES 
C++ is a general-purpose programming language [18] and has two 

main components: a direct map to hardware and zero-overhead abstractions 

[23].  C++ supports four programming styles; procedural programming, data 

abstraction, object-oriented programming and generic programming [22]. It 

offers classes which supports deterministic destruction. In addition, C++ 

design has been concentrated on fundamental notions such as memory, 

abstraction, mutability, resource management, error handling, expression of 

algorithms, and modularity [22]. C++ is a compiled language, and its 

implementations exist from some of the most modest microcomputers to the 

largest supercomputers. Consequently, for almost all operating systems [21]. 

Useful tools provided by the C++ Standard Template Library (STL) 

include containers as the collections of objects, algorithms that perform 

operations and iterators that provide array [24]. In addition, Boost [25] is a 

volunteer organization created to add useful library components such as 

network I/O based on the STL. A rich amount of third-party libraries exist for 

GUI and other functions [23]. The filename extensions of C++ are .cc .cpp 

.cxx .C .c++ .h .hh .hpp .hxx .h++ [19].C++ is successfully used in a lot of 

application areas such as writing system and application software, high 

performance server, client applications, and video games [9]. 

JAVA is considered a much simpler and easy to use object-oriented 

programming language when compared to the popular programming 

languages such as C++ [26]. The complexity of multiple inheritance in C++ 

has been replaced with a simple structure called interface in Java. However, it 

has strong influence of C/C++ [4]. Small Java applications are called Java 

applets and can be downloaded from a Web server and run on the computer 

by a Java-compatible Web browser, such as Microsoft Internet Explorer or 

Netscape Navigator [27]. Java is OO language because programming in Java 
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is concentrated on creating objects, manipulating them, and making objects 

work together [26]. 

Java is considered an interpreted language. This feature makes it cross-

platform: to run Java code, a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is needed.  Java 

applications are typically compiled to bytecode (class file) that can run on 

any machine that has a Java interpreter [26]. In Java, a precise relationship is 

enforced between class names and file names, e.g. source code for class 

Person has to be in Person.java [27]. Java is one of the first programming 

languages which consider security as part of its design. The interpreter, 

compiler, and Java-compatible browsers contain several levels of security 

measures that are designed to reduce the risk of security compromise, loss of 

data and program integrity [28]. 

Java has three different formats, Java2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE), 

Java2 Micro Edition (J2ME), and Java2 Standard Edition (J2SE). J2EE is 

convenient for the development of server programming, J2ME is suitable for 

embedded systems development for mobile phones and wireless application. 

And J2SE is suitable for the applications of desktop [7]. Java is mainly used 

to develop applications (web-based applications) and certainly in mobile 

applications. Teaching students programming in colleges as Java is a strong 

OOP‟s language. Table II gives a comparison between C++ and Java 

according to some criteria. 

The researches[1], [2], [18], [20], [21],[22], [26], [33], [34], [35], [37] 

have been summarized to write a comparison table between the two 

languages in a concise manner according to the criteria selected in the 

comparison, indicating differences and similarities between them. 

Table II: Similarities and differences between C++ and Java 

Criteria C++ Java 

Platform Dependent Independent 

Global variables Supports Does not support 

Access control Private, public, 

protected, "friends". 

Private, public, 

protected, package". 

Pointers Supports Does not support 

Compiler and Interpreter C++ uses compiler Java uses both 

Operator overloading operator overloading No operator overloading 

Garbage collection Manual garbage 

collection 

Automatic garbage 

collection 

Paradigm Multi-paradigm Single paradigm. 

Structure and union Supports Does not support 
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Criteria C++ Java 

Typing Strategy Static typing only Static and dynamic 

typing 

Polymorphism Needs declare virtual 

methods explicitly 

Automatically supports 

Inheritance Multiple inheritance Single inheritance 

Function Overriding supports supports 

Stand-alone data and 

functions 

Yes No 

Concept of overloading Supports Supports 

Interface Interface is a class. Interface is not a class. 

Multithreading 

 

C++11 offers threads native multithreading 

support 

UI prototype 

Design 

Difficult to implement 

by default but supports 

some libraries. 

UI prototype design 

Much work and research have been carried out in the area of 

comparing programming languages to determine the best programming 

language for developing software. Comparing programming languages is a 

popular topic between software developers and programmers. These studies 

[26], [31], [36], [37], [38] were major influence of how this paper is written 

and the ideas followed to compare the said programming languages. [1] 

Compared C++ and Java from theoretical aspects and concluded that, C++ 

has pointers whereas Java does not. C++ is considered very fast while Java 

consumes a lot time and space. However, Java is open source and platform 

independent thus programmers can use it for free. 

[3] Presented a survey and comprehensive research on ten 

programming languages: C++, C#, AspectJ, JavaScript, PHP, Haskell, Java, 

Scheme, BPEL, and Scala. The survey work involves a comparative study of 

these programming languages regarding the following criteria: web 

application development, web service composition, secure programming 

practices, OOP-based abstractions, reflection, aspect orientation, batch 

scripting, declarative programming, functional programming, and UI 

prototyping. These languages have been studied in the context of the 

mentioned criteria and the level of support they provide for each one of them. 

The researchers have found that C++ is not deemed a safe language. For 

example, C++ allows pointers to access memory. On the other, Java is 

considered a safe language. 
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In [15], the researchers used CK metrics to study the reusability and 

complexity of multiple inheritance as implemented in C++, Java, and Python. 

The analysis of results suggests that out of the three languages investigated 

C++ and Python offer better reusability of software when using multiple 

inheritance, whereas Java has major insufficiency when implementing 

multiple inheritance resulting in poor structure of objects. In [33] a 

comparative study between six programming languages: C++, C#, PHP, Java, 

Python, and VB was presented. These languages are compared according to 

characteristics of reusability, portability, reliability, readability, availability of 

compilers and tools, efficiency, familiarity and expressiveness. The study has 

disclosed that, C++ has exceeded all the languages under study in execution 

time and database connectivity. This explains the great power of the C++ 

language and its wide use in the software world. Java has revealed better 

suitability for web programming thanks to J2EE as well as desktop 

applications. Moreover, Java is a strongly typed language, which helps 

writing secure programs. 

[36] Presented a comparative study of the languages C, C# and Java, 

with respect to the criteria: CPU usage and memory usage. The research 

provided a well-defined perspective of how each language performed based 

on the CPU utilization and memory consumption, of the languages C, C# and 

Java on algorithms bubble sort and linear search for data type (Integer). The 

overall best performers in case of memory usage and CPU usage are C and 

Java, undoubtedly with java being the first. In case of CPU usage in bubble 

sort and linear search java is the first, C is second and C# becomes the third. 

[37] Declared that it is really difficult to mention that one language is better 

and should be used while developing software. Each language has its 

advantages and disadvantages. So, developers will obtain stable and fast 

performance from the code written in a suitable programming language. [39] 

Compared and analyzed four selected programming languages i.e. C, C#, 

Fortran and Java based on particular runtime tests to understand the basic 

differences among the programming languages. The authors concluded that 

object-oriented programming languages like C# and Java perform better in 

the case of compilation and execution time as compared to procedure oriented 

programs such as C and FORTRAN. 

[40] constructed a comparison between two main programming 

languages that are C++ and Java, the comparison operation includes the time 

required to perform some algorithm i.e. efficiency, the speed of operation, 

and flexibility to adjusting some code. The authors used the same code to 

compare between the two software to determine which one is better. It is 
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found that C++ needs less execution time compared with Java. However, Java 

requires about 10% surplus time to execute the same code comparing to C++ 

language. 

[41] Performed a comparative research on C++, C#, and Java programs 

to investigate which language can help write better object-oriented programs. 

By analyzing 23 object-oriented metrics on the solutions to 78 real 

programming tasks. The statistical result reveals that the programs written in 

C++ and Java do not show a significant difference in class reusability, 

encapsulation and polymorphism. C++ classes are notably larger than Java 

classes in size, but their complexity does not differ remarkably, Java 

outperforms C++ in creating concise and cohesive classes. Java notably 

outperforms C++ in building deep inheritance trees. These empirical results 

could help practitioners choose a suitable language to develop OO systems. 

[42] Presented a comparative study of C, C++ and Java languages and their 

advantages and disadvantages. 

5- Conclusions 
The Continuous increase in complexity and variety of software, and 

with its rising importance, researchers should give more interest to decide 

which programming language is more suitable. Much research has been 

carried out in the field of comparing programming languages to determine the 

most suitable programming language for development of software. After 

comparing C++ and Java languages on different parameters, the research 

concluded that both the languages are different from each other and both find 

its usage in various areas of programming. In addition to that, there is no an 

ideal language to choose for all purposes, rather each language has its own 

distinguish characteristics depending upon the programmers requirements. If 

a highly secured system is needed Java can be preferred, and if the hardware 

implementation is the concern C++ is the preferred language. 

Many programmers enjoy writing codes using C++ with more 

flexibility and with few time required to execute their code comparing to 

Java. Programmers who are interested in developing Android apps choose 

Java. As well, C++ is the choice of developers who want to develop games, 

process audio or video files. The main objective of this research paper is to 

raise the student‟s awareness when it comes to choosing the programming 

language as the tool to develop their applications. Each of the languages 

considered has its own specific characteristics that distinguish them from the 

others. In future, we would like to increase the comparative study by 

comparing the mentioned languages with another language like C#. 

Moreover, comparing the languages from a practical perspective according to 

their features and using object-oriented metrics. 
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